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IDEAL CLIENT WORKBOOK 

This workbook has been designed to help you accomplish three items on the path of 

discovering your ideal client.  First, it will help you begin to identify and describe your ideal 

client by clarifying the financial problem or problems your ideal clients have.  Second, it will 

help you identify how you provide distinct solutions to those problems. Lastly, it will help 

you clarify why your ideal clients should move to your practice now and why they should 

continue to stay with you for the long term.  Using those three items as a guide, we can start 

to define an ideal client as a person (or persons) whose financial problems are best solved 

through the client experience you initially offer and subsequently maintain. 

Precursor 

Before we begin, however, I want to take a moment and let you know that if you are 

in the same camp as hundreds of thousands of other financial advisors who have not yet 

declared an ideal client, it is okay.  You are taking action today to be a better advisor to your 

clients and deepen the impact you will make on their lives financially speaking.  I also want 

you to know that it isn’t your fault.  This industry has long prized a “Ready. Fire. Aim” 

mentality to client acquisition.  “Activity” was viewed as the most key of levers you had 

within your arsenal of operations to build your practice.  Managers would measure phone 

calls, meetings, and proposals as future predictors of success without much attention paid 

to the quality of those calls, meetings, and proposals.  When the competition was less 

evolved than it is today, you could quite easily hustle your way to success with little more 

needed than a decent amount of aptitude and grit.  That will stop moving forward.   

It will stop moving forward because technology is already outsourcing common 

elements of what advisors used to be able to perform for clients, present it as a value-added 

service, and justify its cost in the commissions and fees charged for that service.  For clarity’s 

sake, I am not talking about what advisors did in the early 2000’s or before that.  Nor am I 
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referring to robo-advisors, because “the hype about human advisors getting replaced by 

algorithms has simply not played out1”.  I am pointing squarely at the last few years.    

 Increased competition, new and improving technology, and the inevitable end of a 

phenomenal bull market will place the financial advisor squarely back in the middle of 

answering a client’s question of what to do next.  But with compressed profit margins and 

more available information to both client and advisor than ever before in history, the 

veritable next move won’t only be about advice.  It must be an experience that rewards both 

adviser and client respectively in a proportion equal to their expertise and for the complexity 

of the problems they offer.  Put in another way, technology will make data analysis for 

clients faster and more reliable, meaning it’s (the data) interpretation and subsequent 

solution implementation the real focus of where advisor and client align.  Add in the need to 

be distinctive beyond interpretation of data alone, the need to wrap an experience around 

the client that states an advisor’s expertise extends to the client’s holistic situation, and you 

quickly understand why an ideal client profile is of utmost importance. 

Successfully interpreting data and implementing solutions for clients in an immersive 

experience that reinforces your understanding of them connects you to your highest value 

with your clients; achieving the financial goals they set forth.  From the moment you connect 

with them, everything you do becomes a statement of value to the relationship.  Every 

phone call, every meeting, every recommendation and every touchpoint becomes a mini-

evaluation, so to speak, of your value proposition.  Your value proposition synthesizes your 

brand in tangible ways.  Those tangible touchpoints allow clients to measure the value you 

bring them on an on-going basis.  Obviously, the higher you are valued by a client, the more 

loyal that client will be to you.  Conversely, the lower you are valued by a client, the less loyal 

that client will be to you.  Therefore, we can expand the definition of an ideal client to 

include a loyalty component, one in which the client is more loyal to you as an advisor 

because the perceived value you offer is higher than can be found elsewhere.   

                                                           
1 https://hearsaysystems.com/2019/02/2019-year-resurgence-financial-advisors-with-technologys-help/ 

https://hearsaysystems.com/2019/02/2019-year-resurgence-financial-advisors-with-technologys-help/
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In that context, being able to control the value you offer a client becomes a critical 

factor in your on-going success.  The more you are able to offer a differentiated client 

experience that is focused around areas of expertise you have AND have a process for 

continued distinction that can be communicated down to the client level, the more you will 

generate loyalty.  Simply stated, if you work with clients in areas in which you execute 

better than your peers and demonstrate that, you will create more relationships in which 

people won’t leave you.  The perception that will resonate to them is that the value you 

consistently offer cannot be replaced elsewhere.  Controlling that value via a differentiated 

experience then becomes a very important decision in the career of an advisor.   

You must choose to focus on an expertise.  There just isn’t any way around it.  Holding 

the above formula of client loyalty as true, the more generalized your knowledge, expertise, 

and client experience, the less you will be able to differentiate yourself from your 

competitors in the marketplace.  The less you are able to differentiate yourself in a 

competitive market, the more likely your clients are to leave you when a perceived “better 

offer” comes along.   

There are exceptions to every rule, but if you want to develop truly loyal clients, you 

must create a perception that what you do, your competitors don’t or won’t.  This is why 

offering a lower price doesn’t buy a client’s loyalty; it only rents it.  Any advisor can lower a 

fee.  That doesn’t differentiate you from your peers.  You need to be PEERLESS.  You must 

create an experience that is very distinct.  If that sounds like a lot of work, it is.  You will need 

a massive amount of energy both at work and in reserve to create a practice that is very 

distinctive, relative to your peers.  Generating that energy, tapping into that fuel, will come 

from you staying focused on building your Dream Practice.  Keep your eyes on the prize!  

What you are about to embark on will be some heavy lifting, but you will get through it. 

The Problems You Solve 

 Creating a distinctive experience should be challenging for you.  However, focusing 

your time and expertise on those items you truly enjoy and then applying those to an ideal 

client model will help push you leaps and bounds forward past your competition.  It is vitally 
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important to your success.  Where do you start?  You know you must be distinctive.  You 

know you have to be a specialist.   

To jog your creative thinking, think back to the Dream Practice you described in your 

last exercise.  What problems can your Dream Practice solve?  What aspects of your practice 

might attract clients from a service perspective?  If you’re stuck, consider looking at your top 

twenty or so households.  (You may also think about this exercise in terms of the market you 

believe you want to pursue.)  What problems did you help solve for them?  What aspects of 

your practice did they find most compelling to say “yes” to your offer?  What aspects of the 

problem-solving process did you most enjoy?  What were the specific benefits your clients 

received by choosing you as their advisor?  What are the distinct promises you have made to 

your clients following the implementation of their solution?  How was your solution, 

presentation, or overall experience different (perhaps better) than your competitors?  Be as 

detailed as you can be here.   

The more you can zero in on the problems you solve, the easier it becomes to find 

those who (1) have the problem you can best solve and (2) communicate your value in 

exactly how you benefit them by solving their problem.  Use the box below to record your 

answers. 

Exercise #1 
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Like the previous worksheet, this exercise is hard for some advisors to complete.  

Sometimes what we enjoy doing most, professionally speaking, is not actually what 

populates our to-do lists and gets the lion’s share of our attention during the day.  

Noticeably absent on the list above is “Generating Revenue”.   A Peerless Practice 

recognizes that the revenue is a function of the passion on display and its benefit being 

experienced by your ideal client.  It is a direct function of your expertise.   

 To develop any expertise, you must devote the time to learning the skill and 

executing the actions behind it.  There is a rule of thumb that mastery of any skill requires 

10,000 hours of practice.  Brad Stulberg, co-author of “Peak Performance: Elevate Your 

Game, Avoid Burnout, and Thrive with the New Science of Success” tries to debunk the time 

myth by stating deliberate, focused practice is the true way and you can only be focused on 

intent learning for 1-2 hours at a time.2  Whether or not you ascribe to needing 10,000 hours 

or committing 1-2 hours daily on becoming a specialist , you are going to spend a lot of time 

devoted to an area.  The only way you are going to accomplish pushing through the hours of 

needed learning and performing is by pursuing a true passion.  

Enjoyment, Competitive Advantage and Your ‘Why’ 

 Another way you might tackle exercise #1 is to start more broadly and narrow your 

focus as you progress.  Start by listing the things you most enjoy about the work you do or 

being in the financial services industry.  Do this in box 2a.    

Box 2a 

                                                           
2 https://www.businessinsider.com/expert-rule-10000-hours-not-true-2017-8 

 

https://www.businessinsider.com/expert-rule-10000-hours-not-true-2017-8
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 Next, describe the ways you are (or will be) able to create a distinct advantage from 

those whom you compete with around you.  It is important to note here that you don’t have 

to be necessarily an industry-best performer in these outlined categories, but you should be 

able to discernably show a competitive advantage in the areas you list.  Again, to give you a 

head start, think of ways in which you can provide a competitive advantage in how you 

SERVICE your clients, or perhaps in the way you have a distinct STRATEGY in the area of 

investments or an area such as taxes or estate planning.  You may even hold an advantage in 

the area of SCARCITY, meaning that you have access to a product or investment that your 

competitors don’t.  Write your answers in box 2b below. 

Box 2b 
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Lastly for this section, describe what it is that inspires you to take action and perform 

those activities you described above.   This will become something that truly connects you to 

your ideal clients.  It is why your clients might choose you over someone else when all other 

options seem to be equal.  To get you stated here, think about what got you into the 

business.  Why did you choose the financial services industry?  What keeps you in the 

business?  What are you hoping to accomplish by growing your practice?  What campaign are 

you passionate about promoting while helping clients achieve their financial goals?  Take 

some time to write your answers in box 2c. 

Box 2c 
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 Though all of these insights will reveal your passions, these last few exercises will 

most likely sound a lot like your value proposition.  If you did not have a value proposition 

before starting this worksheet, the above can be a great head start on your way to defining 

it.  It will begin to reveal to you the “why” behind the “what” and the “how”; why you do 

what you do and how you separate yourself.  If you didn’t get that the first time around, go 

back and read that last question again I asked you before the exercise.  What is the 

inspiration behind your favorite activities?  Passion and inspiration are two very different 

forces.  For our purposes, inspiration is a subset of passion and defined as a driver.  Do not 

move on to the next exercise until you feel that you have accurately described your favorite 

work and the inspiration behind it.  Be very detailed when describing it. 

 Think of it as a formula, if you will.  A (what I enjoy) + B (what I am better than most 

at) + C (why I do what I do) = Value Proposition.  Put into a sentence format, it might look 

like this: “I serve clients who seek (what I enjoy doing most) by offering them (what I am 

better than most at) because (why I do what I do).”    

Congratulations on discovering a significant portion of your value proposition! 

‘Graph’ing Your Ideal Client 

 Now let’s move on to describing what your ideal client looks like.  There are four 

major aspects that will describe your ideal client; demographics, geographics, 

psychographics, and financial needs.   Demographic traits can be described as a statistical 

view of your ideal client, such as age, gender, income, marital status, ethnicity, religious 

affiliation, education, housing status, occupation, profession, i.e. WHAT they look like on 

paper.  If it is related to a person and can be tangibly measured, it’s a demographic trait. 

 For your ideal client purposes, we will use geographic traits to identify WHERE your 

ideal clients reside, work, or could otherwise be found.  This will also be a confirmation to 

you of the scale of your footprint.  This could be a specific neighborhood, city, state, or 

region.  This could also be a specific company, chain, sector, industry, or even referral 

source.  If it is related to a place and can be mapped by Waze, it’s a geographic trait.   
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 Psychographics will tell you WHO your ideal clients are.  They are not simply 

husbands, fathers, mothers, or wage earners.  They are guitar players, beer brewers, rock 

climbers, and fitness junkies.  Their interests, activities, and hobbies will tell you a lot about 

them and help bind them to your practice.  Not-so-subtle hint:  It may actually help you find 

them.  If it doesn’t describe what they are, but what they DO, it’s a psychographic trait.   

 Lastly, and most importantly for your ideal client, they have a financial pain that you 

are adept at helping to heal.  This should directly relate to your passion for being in this 

business.  In the first exercise for this worksheet, you described the work you most enjoy 

doing.  In linking your passion for that work to financial pain experienced by your ideal client, 

you not only help a client to feel relief from a plan well done, but you are also putting your 

“healing” expertise on display.  If you recall, I defined the process of creating loyalty as - 

“The more you are able to offer a differentiated client experience that is focused 

around areas of expertise you have AND have a process for continued distinction 

that can be communicated down to the client level, the more you will generate 

loyalty.” 

Only you have your level of passion for the work you do, in the manner you do it, for 

the clients you choose to aid.  In that, you are Peerless.  But if you do not persist in 

developing a process, you will find yourself among a sea of competitors with nothing but a 

pursuit of assets and revenue as the only light emanating from a universal light house seen 

by everyone.  That will not be you!  You are Peerless, navigating your own course, using the 

map you have created, knowing the new discoveries that lie ahead will bear the greatest 

riches.   

 Using our four areas of ideal client description as a guide, begin to do some research 

in each area to help you get a more detailed view of your ideal client.  My suggestion for you 

is to start with the financial pain you felt most drawn to help heal.  Google is an excellent 

spot to begin your research.  Here is a hint, however.  Broad searches generate broad 

results.  Narrow searches bring narrow results.  Let me give you an example.   
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 Listed below are two Google searches I did for issues related to the lack of retirement 

savings.  Perhaps I was passionate about building a Dream Practice around my focus for 

Practice Management, and specifically the client experience.  I wanted to create a 

destination for maturing clients who not only had a plan to address their savings gap but 

provided on-going retirement information about housing later in life, medical issues, career 

changes after 65, you name it.  In the first search, I Googled, “not saving enough for 

retirement” (Ex. 1).  Over 51 million search results were returned to me.  In the next search, I 

Googled, “retirement plan underfunding near me” (Ex. 2).  The search engines returned a 

mere 1.57 million results.  Okay, that is still a lot, but you cannot argue that by getting just a 

hair more precise, we just sent about 49.5 million search results to the bench!   

  

Ex. 1

 

Ex. 2 

 

 Choose your financial pain and begin to do some research.  It may initially be an 

abstract thought because we do not enter the industry thinking about ‘curing’ taxes or 
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‘preventing’ savings gaps the way that a physician may enter her field of medicine.  But … 

that is exactly how your client views their pain.  It is real, and it is there.  Consider thinking 

about the financial pain you help alleviate in this manner.   

 Most physical pain emanates from a lack of good health, i.e. disease, cuts and 

bruises, or worse.  Most financial pain emanates from a lack of resources, i.e. a bad plan, no 

plan, or not enough wealth.  In a general sense, a physician’s primary focus is to add 

“health” to a patient in the form of perhaps a prescription to battle infection, a cast to 

protect a broken bone, etc.  In a general sense, your role is to add resources for a client 

which could be a better plan or showing them how to generate more wealth through other 

products.  In either situation, what becomes most important before prescribing a way 

forward is acutely understanding the source of the pain and knowing how to help your 

clients/patients feel better. 

 Once you understand the source of the pain, your expertise will help guide you to the 

best possible answer you are capable of giving to your client.  The more you understand 

about the pain your client is feeling, the better the advice you can offer.   Moreover, the 

more you know about the pain your client is feeling and position yourself to be known as 

one that can alleviate that pain, you may even be sought after by prospective clients to help 

service that pain.  That is ‘positioning’ and we will talk about that later, but it is a direct result 

of having a deep knowledge about a subject and being able to articulate that expertise.   

In the box below, take a moment to briefly describe the financial pain you have 

chosen to research (or already possess specialized  knowledge of) and why it is important to 

you to help clients who feel this pain.  Note:  This doesn’t have to be the ONLY financial issue 

you help clients with, but it does have to be one that you specialize  in or on your way to 

becoming a specialist. 

 The financial pain and it’s corresponding necessary expertise are going to lead you in 

a very distinct direction as it relates to your ideal client.  For example, if you are building a 

practice around income tax minimization, specifically focusing on those who are the highest 

marginal tax brackets would be a logical place to begin.  Furthering on that theme, doing a 
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search on occupations (WHAT – DEMOGRAPHIC) that have high marginal tax rates, might 

yield some good places to begin marketing.  Narrowing it further by the area surrounding 

your office (WHERE – GEOGRAPHIC) or a center of influence, such as an accountant who 

may refer potential clients (WHERE – GEOGRAPHIC) might enable you to focus on a specific 

set of ideal ‘leads’.  Further identifying these leads by common interests you share, such as 

activities, or hobbies, (WHO – PSYCHOGRAPHIC), might give you an opportunity to separate 

yourself from the masses.   

 For example, let’s say your passion was centered on helping reduce income taxes and 

you’ve identified some local successful small business owners as potential candidates for 

your services.  You enjoy collecting wine and feel that hosting a wine tasting with moderate 

to expensive wine selections might entice potential clients with the available means to 

purchase that wine to attend your event.   If successful, not only would you have identified 

prospects in an area you are passionate about (minimizing taxes), but would have narrowed 

your search to candidates that could benefit from your expertise (small business owners).  

Moreover, if you have a shared interest in a hobby (wine collecting), you have the 

opportunity to engage them in an authentic way competitors don’t or won’t.  Let’s look at 

another example. 

 Let’s presume this time that your passion is about helping families with special needs 

children and the possible struggles they might encounter as their parents and/or guardians 

pass away or become incapacitated.  You might also partner with a local attorney who can 

counsel families on the various legal options families might need to consider for their 

situation.  Additionally, however, you might also create an authentic ability to separate 

yourself by establishing a fund raising event for a local community center that caters to 

special needs children or founding a blog that speaks to what families go through that have 

a shared experience in raising special needs children. There are a myriad of ways that you 

can reach your ideal clients once you know what you are looking for.   

 In the space below, begin with the financial issue(s) you have chosen to address and 

then plot through the demographic, geographic and psychographic traits you think your 
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ideal clients might have.  It is absolutely acceptable to begin broadly and revisit this 

periodically as you gain insights along the path of your journey.   There is not a right or 

wrong answer as much as there is discovery.   

Financial Issues  

 

 

Demographics 

Geographics 

 

 

Psychographics 

 

Some Suggested Aids 

 You might find the links below helpful in your search to identify your Ideal Clients.  As 

always, first define, then refine.  You should be able to identify both demographic and 

geographic data in the links provided, if you look hard enough.  These are by no means 

exhaustive, but should give you a great beginning to your searches.  

 

1) Google Trends  https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US 

2) U.S. Census Bureau - Center for Economic Studies 

https://www.census.gov/ces/dataproducts/demographicdata.html 

3) Internal Revenue Service – Tax Statistics  https://www.irs.gov/statistics. 

4) U.S. Census Bureau – American Fact Finder  

https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml 

https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US
https://www.census.gov/ces/dataproducts/demographicdata.html
https://www.irs.gov/statistics
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml
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For Financial Professional Use Only.  

Securities and investment advisory services offered through Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp., 

a broker/dealer (member SIPC) and registered investment advisor. Insurance offered 

through Lincoln affiliates and other fine companies. Lincoln Financial Group is the marketing 

name for Lincoln National Corporation and its affiliates.  
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Appendix Items 

 

Notes: 
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